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Abstract
In solid-state magic-angle spinning NMR experiments, the combination of selective inversion and dipolar recoupling
schemes, such as DANTE and C7, allows double-quantum coherences to be selectively generated between distinct types
of spins, as is experimentally demonstrated here. In such selective inversion and multiple quantum excitation experiments, the double quantum coherences are excited between spins with identical polarisation, but not between spins with
opposite polarisation. By investigating the decay of longitudinal magnetisation or the build-up of double-quantum
coherences, the respective dipolar pair couplings can be individually measured in the presence of perturbing couplings,
which may even signi®cantly exceed the coupling of interest. Ó 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
A major concern of modern solid-state NMR
experiments is the determination of molecular
structure through the use of dipolar couplings.
While magic-angle spinning (MAS) and radiofrequency (RF) heteronuclear decoupling techniques are essential for the enhancement of
spectral resolution, a variety of dipolar recoupling
techniques [1±11] have been developed in order to
exploit the distance and orientational information
inherent in dipolar couplings between pairs of
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nuclei. In particular, a number of approaches have
been designed which employ dipolar recoupling
for the excitation of multiple-quantum (MQ) coherences among dipolar coupled spin-1/2 nuclei
and allow the investigation of local molecular
structure through the determination of internuclear distances [12±17] and molecular torsional
angles [18±23]. For the nuclei of interest, the dipolar couplings between them need to be selectively observed while perturbing interactions, as
well as background signals, are to be separated or
suppressed. In many cases, this selectivity is
achieved by chemically or biochemically introducing a speci®c isotopic labelling scheme. Alternatively or additionally, the NMR experiments
provide, to a certain extent, selective information
by spectrally resolving the chemical shifts. However, the observation of weak dipolar couplings in
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the presence of strong perturbing couplings represents a serious problem for the investigation of
multiple-spin systems in NMR. Hence, to facilitate
work with multiply labelled samples and to gain
simultaneous access to structural parameters, it is
desirable to improve the selection techniques
available to dipolar MQ MAS NMR experiments.
A well established technique utilising the
chemical shift separation of resonance lines for
selective dipolar recoupling is rotational resonance
(RR) [24,25], which has been used for internuclear
distance determinations [12±17] as well as for selective excitation of double-quantum (DQ) coherences [26,27]. The RR approach is based on the
observation that, under MAS, the dipolar interaction between two spins i and j is recoupled if the
i
j
chemical shift dierence DxCS  xCS xCS is a
small integer multiple of the MAS frequency xR ,
i.e., DxCS  n xR . Experimentally, the n  1 condition is commonly applied. Despite the unquestionable usefulness of RR, the latter condition
imposes a serious restriction on the experiments,
because the MAS frequency is determined by the
chemical shift dierence of the nuclei of interest,
and cannot accommodate further the needs of
homo- and heteronuclear dipolar decoupling,
sideband suppression, and sample geometry.
Moreover, the resonance condition is relatively
sensitive, such that even small distributions of
chemical shifts lead to less ecient recoupling
performance. An experimental approach overcoming the latter problem has recently been proposed [28].
In this context, an alternative selection technique allowing more ¯exibility on the MAS frequency, or on the chemical shift dierence, would
be helpful. Here, we present an approach employing broadband dipolar recoupling pulsesequences, which can be tailored for DQ excitation
while compensating for chemical shift dierences,
frequency osets and other perturbing interactions, as demonstrated extensively for helical pulse
sequences [5,7,10]. In contrast to RR, which recouples the dipolar interaction only between two
distinct types of spins, the selectivity is achieved by
preparing an initial state of longitudinal magnetisation (LM), in which spins are selectively inverted
before the recoupling pulse sequence is applied.

For simplicity, this approach will henceforth be
referred to as selective inversion and MQ excitation (SIMQEX). In addition, we discuss alternative versions for performing DQ-®ltered
experiments, following either the decay of LM, or
the build-up of DQ coherences. For spin pairs, the
curves theoretically contain the same information
about the underlying coupling and are mirror images of each other, but experimentally dierences
in the relaxation behaviour are observed.

2. Theory
The eect of dipolar recoupling pulse sequences
applicable for the excitation of DQ coherences
under MAS conditions can, in general, be described by an average Hamiltonian of the form:

X ij  ij
ij
H DQ 
xD T 2;2  T 2; 2 ;
1
i<j

where the sum includes all pairs of spins i and j,
ij
T 2;2 represents the second-order component of a
ij
second-rank spherical tensor operator, and xD is
a numerical factor which depends on the pulse
sequence. In general, the latter factor contains the
dipolar coupling Dij between the spins i and j,
which is given by Dij  l0 =4p hci cj =rij3 (in rad
s 1 ), where ci and cj denote the magnetogyric ratios, and rij is the internuclear distance. In the case
of the C7 sequence [5], the norm of the numerical
factor is
p
343 1  sin p=14
ij
p
xD 
sin 2bij Dij ;
520p 2
where bij and cij denote the azimuthal and polar
angle of the internuclear vector rij , respectively.
Our considerations are restricted to the magnitude
of the factor, while disregarding its phase, because
the following discussion will concentrate only on
signal intensities.
When the average Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), is applied to a spin pair occupying a state of LM,
i
j
q0 / I Z  I Z , the spin system starts to oscillate
between the initial state, q0 , and a DQ coherence,
ij
ij
T 2;2 T 2; 2 , as a function of the excitation time,
texc , with the frequency of the oscillation being
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ij

determined by the factor xD and, hence, implicitly by the dipolar coupling Dij :


H DQ
i
j
ij
q0 ! q texc  / I Z  I Z cos xD texc


ij
ij
ij
 i T 2;2 T 2; 2 sin xD texc :
2
The action of the DQ excitation can be followed
by observing either the `build-up' of the DQ coherence or the `decay' of the LM, resulting in
curves of the form
ij

IDQ / hsin2 xD texc i

3a

or
ij

ILM / hcos2 xD texc i;

3b

respectively. Since the observation of MQ coherences in general requires the MQ excitation to be
followed by a time-reversed reconversion period
[29], the DQ and LM signal intensities, IDQ and
ILM , exhibit a squared dependence on the sine and
cosine modulation, over which an additional
orientational averaging procedure needs to be
performed for powdered samples, as indicated by
the brackets h  i in the above equations. From
the oscillation of such curves, the strength of the
underlying dipolar pair coupling can be determined. Theoretically, the information content of
IDQ and ILM is identical, but they dier in the
state through which the system passes between
excitation and reconversion. Due to its quantum
ij
ij
order, a DQ coherence, T 2;2 T 2; 2 , is twice as
sensitive to internal interactions as single-quantum coherences, and evolves under chemical shifts
and homo-and heteronuclear dipolar couplings,
except for the mediating coupling Dij . Consequently, by introducing a spectral MQ dimension
between excitation and reconversion, a two-dimensional MQ spectrum can be recorded [30]. A
state of LM, on the contrary, is insensitive to all
internal interactions and is only subject to spinlattice relaxation. From an experimental point of
view, this implies that DQ coherences should be
particularly sensitive to experimental imperfections, while LM represents a self-contained and
therefore relatively stable state. In contrast to the
DQ-®ltered signal however, the experimental LM
signal may be contaminated by background sig-
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nal from single spins which are not part of a
dipolar coupled pair.
For multiple-spin systems, the evolution under
the DQ Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), can no longer be
described by a simple oscillation between two
distinct DQ and LM states, Eq. (2), but rather by a
series expansion of the form
H DQ
it
H DQ ; I Z 
q0 ! q texc  / I Z
1!
it2

H DQ ; H DQ ; I Z   . . . ;
4
2!
where the zeroth- and ®rst-order terms can be
identi®ed with the familiar expressions for LM and
DQ coherences,
X i
IZ
5a
IZ 
i

and

"
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X
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X
i<j
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ij
2xD





ij
T 2;2

ij
T 2;2



ij
T 2; 2

ij
T 2; 2

 X
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IZ
;



#

i

;

5b

respectively. Using the commutator formalism and
ij
i
j
ij
recalling the relation T l;m ; I Z  I Z   m T l;m , it
can be easily shown that under the action of the
DQ Hamiltonian given in Eq. (1), an initial state
i
j
q0 / I Z  I Z evolves into a DQ coherence,
ij
ij
T 2;2 T 2; 2 (see Eq. (5b)), whereas inverting the
sign of one of the two spins in the initial state
prevents any evolution:
h
i h


i
i
j
ij
ij
ij
i
j
H DQ ; I Z I Z  xD T 2;2  T 2; 2 ; I Z I Z
 0:

6

Considering an N-spin system, in which all spins
can be spectrally resolved due to their dierent
chemical shifts, the DQ excitation can be performed independently on two subsets (N0 and Ninv )
of the N spins by selectively inverting the initial
LM of the Ninv spins, while keeping the N0 spins
unaltered. In this way, DQ coherences are excited
among the N0 spins as well as among the Ninv spins,
but no DQ coherences involve one Ninv spin and
one N0 spin. However, this `decoupling' of the two
subsets is limited to the evolution up to the ®rst
order in the series expansion, because only the
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initial evolution can be prevented by a selective
sign inversion in the initial state. Once a DQ coherence is excited, it evolves under any dipolar
interaction to a third spin as follows:
h



i
ik
ik
ik
ij
ij
ij
xD T 2;2  T 2; 2 ; xD T 2;2 T 2; 2

ik
ij i
 xD xD I Z I j I k  I j I k :
7

also under the dipolar interactions to the other
subset. This evolution re¯ects the dipolar couplings and, hence, the geometry of the entire spin
system, while the initial excitation provides individual access to the geometry of the two subsystems.

This commutator is part of the second-order term
in the series expansion, Eq. (4). The ®rst term in
the commutator re¯ects the average Hamiltonian
of the DQ pulse sequence with respect to the spins
i and k, while the second term represents a (selected) DQ coherence between the spins i and j.
The commutator does not vanish, indicating an
evolution of the (ij)-DQ coherence into a threespin zero-quantum state, whose contribution relative to the (ij)-DQ coherence is initially weighted
ik
by the factor xD and, hence, by the strength of
the perturbing coupling Dik . Consequently, the
regime of two `decoupled' subsets persists up to a
time which is determined by the strength of the
perturbing coupling. From an experimental point
of view, it should be noted that a zero-quantum
state cannot be distinguished from LM, if only RF
phase cycling is applied for coherence selection.
Considering this evolution into a higher-spin
state, the major dierence between a spin-selective
recoupling method, such as RR, and the SIMQEX
approach presented here becomes obvious. In the
RR method, the dipolar interactions between two
speci®c types of spins are selectively recoupled,
while all other interactions are removed by MAS.
On the contrary, for SIMQEX, the modi®cation of
the initial state prevents only the initial dipolar
evolution, but it does not aect the dipolar recoupling performance, since the pulse sequence
applied for DQ excitation continuously recouples
all dipolar interactions. As a consequence of this
interplay, the evolution of a selectively inverted
initial state can be separated into two regimes:
®rstly, the initial DQ excitation for short excitation times, and secondly the DQ evolution for
longer excitation times. During the ®rst, the spin
system is eectively separated into two subsets,
and the generation of DQ coherences between the
two subsets is suppressed, while during the latter,
the DQ coherences of one subset start to evolve

3. Experiments
The experiments were performed on a Bruker
DSX spectrometer operating at 1 H and 13 C Larmor frequencies of 400 and 100 MHz, respectively.
A double resonance MAS probe supporting rotors
of 7 mm outer diameter was used, allowing maximum 1 H RF ®elds of x1;H =2p  100 kHz for 1 H
decoupling. The MAS frequency was set to
xR =2p  5 kHz. The pulse sequence for the LMand DQ-®ltered experiments is schematically
depicted in Fig. 1a. After a Hartmann±Hahn
cross-polarisation (CP) from 1 H to 13 C with a
contact time of 1 ms, applying an amplitude ramp
from 60% to 100% on the 13 C contact pulse, the
13
C polarisation is transferred into a longitudinal
state by a p=2-pulse. To invert the longitudinal
polarisation of a selected type of spins, a DANTE
p-pulse is applied [31]. The DANTE pulse consisted of 40 pulses of 0.5 ls duration, which were
separated by free-precession intervals of 20 ls
duration.
After preparing the initial state, 13 C±13 C DQ
coherences were excited and reconverted using the
C7 recoupling pulse-sequence [5], with the excitation time ranging between 0 and 2.4 ms. To
minimise o-resonance eects on the DQ excitation eciency, the 13 C transmitter frequency was
set at, or close to, the centre of the nuclear resonance frequencies of the spins to be excited. The
coherence transfer pathway was directed either
through a DQ coherence or through a LM state
between excitation and reconversion, as depicted
in Fig. 1b. The overall phase cycle consisted of 64
steps. For 1 H decoupling, a continuous 1 H RF
®eld was applied at x1;H =2p  100 kHz during
the DANTE and the C7 pulse trains, while a
TPPM scheme [32] with a phase ¯ip angle of 15°
was used at x1;H =2p  70 kHz during the signal
detection.
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic representation of the pulse sequence applied for DQ- and LM-®ltered experiments. The selective inversion of
spins is achieved by a DANTE p-pulse, and DQ coherences are excited and reconverted by a C7 pulse sequence. (b) Coherence transfer
pathway for the DQ- and LM-®ltered versions of the experiment, as selected by an appropriate phase cycle. (c) LM decay and DQ
build-up curves. The theoretical spin pair curves (solid lines) are compared to experimental data recorded on the 13 C spin pair in 13 C2 glycine (squares). The ®lled squares indicate the data points, for which the intensity calibration ILM  IDQ  1 has been performed.

The samples investigated were approximately 5
mg of uniformly 13 C-labelled glycine and L -alanine, which were diluted by recrystallisation from
methanol with the respective unlabelled material in
a 1:10 ratio. The signal intensities detected in the
LM- and DQ-®ltered experiments, ILM and IDQ ,
were calibrated using the spectra obtained for
texc  2sR  400 ls by setting ILM  IDQ  1. For
the LM decay curves, a small constant value was
subtracted from all data points in order to correct
for the background signal from isolated nuclei in
natural abundance. In addition, the ®rst two experimental data points (i.e., for texc  0 ls and
texc  57:14 ls) were ignored due to a signi®cant
deviation from the curves. In general, the back-

ground signal in LM experiments can be excluded
by referencing to the oscillating part of the LM
decay curve.
4. Results and discussion
As a starting point, the LM- and DQ-®ltered
experiments were performed on an initial state of
LM without any selective inversion by omitting
the DANTE pulse in Fig. 1a. The LM decay and
the DQ build-up curves obtained for the 13 C spin
pairs in 13 C2 -labelled glycine are displayed in
Figs. 1c (squares) and compared to the theoretical
curves (solid lines) according to Eqs. (3a) and (3b)
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for a spin pair with a dipolar coupling of
Dij =2p  2:2 kHz, corresponding to a 13 C±13 C internuclear distance of 0.151 nm. Both experimental curves show the characteristic initial increase
up to texc  0:5 ms, corresponding to Dij texc =
2p  1, followed by an oscillation whose frequency agrees with the behaviour expected from
Eqs. (3a) and (3b). However, while the LM-decay
curve accurately resembles the theoretical curve up
to texc < 2 ms, the DQ build-up is already strongly

aected by relaxation for short excitation times
texc > 0:5 ms. This deviation indicates that even
for a spin pair model compound, the DQ-®ltered
version of the experiment suers more from experimental imperfections, such as insucient heteronuclear decoupling, RF ®eld inhomogeneities
and pulse imperfections, than the LM-®ltered
version. At ®rst sight, this corresponds to the
pronounced sensitivity of DQ coherences to perturbing interactions, while LM states are largely

Fig. 2. 13 C CP MAS and DQ-®ltered MAS spectra of: (a) 13 C2 -glycine and (b) 13 C3 -alanine. On the left, the initial states are shown, out
of which the DQ-®ltered spectra on the right are generated by applying a C7 pulse train for texc  800 ls.
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insensitive. A closer inspection reveals that the two
versions of the experiment dier, ®rstly, in the
state whose properties are used for coherence selection by phase cycling and, secondly, in the state
which predominates for short excitation times. For
longer excitation times Dij texc > 1, the two-spin
system oscillates between the LM and DQ state,
such that both contribute equally. Consequently,
the observed dierences (Fig. 1c) could be due to
coherence losses in the course of the experimental
DQ selection, or due to dierent relaxation behaviour of DQ and LM states during the initial periods of the curves. In addition, it should be noted
that the LM decay data is corrected for contributions of background signal by subtracting a constant oset value. Although some relaxation eects
may be concealed in the LM decay curve as a result of this correction procedure, it cannot serve as
an explanation for the obvious dierences observed in the oscillations of both curves.
The eect of including a preceding selective inversion pulse on the DQ excitation eciency is
shown for 13 C spectra of 13 C2 -glycine and 13 C3 alanine in Figs. 2a and 2b, respectively. The CP
MAS spectra on the left re¯ect the initial states
generated by applying a DANTE inversion pulse
selectively to one of the spins, and the DQ-®ltered
spectra on the right represent the DQ coherences
excited by applying a C7 pulse train for
texc  0:8 ms. For the 13 C spin pair in glycine, the
inversion of one of the spins prevents DQ excitation, while for the 13 C three-spin system in alanine
a pair of spins can be selectively excited by inverting the third spin. In this way, each of the two
strongly coupled 13 C pairs, CO±CH and CH±CH3 ,
can be eectively decoupled from the CH3 and the
CO spin, and even the DQ coherence of the weakly
coupled CO    CH3 pair can be selectively excited
without any contribution from the stronger CO±
CH and CH±CH3 coherences, as proved by the
absence of CH signal. The latter observation, in
particular, provides clear evidence for the decoupling performance achievable by SIMQEX.
The decoupling eect is expected to vanish
gradually for long DQ excitation times (see
above), because it is not based on a selective recoupling technique, but rather on a selective excitation of DQ coherences, which are subject to all
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(recoupled) dipolar interactions in the spin system,
once they are excited. It is therefore interesting to
explore how long the DQ coherences remain unaected when increasing the excitation time, and
to what extent LM decay or DQ build-up curves
can be used to individually measure a spin pair
coupling in the presence of perturbing couplings.
In Fig. 3, the results of numerical simulations of
two-spin and linear three-spin 13 C systems with
internuclear distances of 0.156 nm and 0.312 nm
are displayed. The arrangement of the spins is
schematically depicted above the diagrams, where
the nuclei, from which signal is detected, are
shaded. In Fig. 3a, a strongly coupled pair with a
distance of 0.156 nm, corresponding to a dipolar
coupling of Dij =2p  2:0 kHz, is considered in the
isolated case (pair), and in the presence of a third
spin which perturbs the pair by a coupling of
Djk =2p  2:0 kHz to one of the pair spins, and
whose polarisation is oriented either parallel (3s)
or anti-parallel (inv) with respect to the pair. In
Fig. 3b, the same cases are considered (pair/3s/
inv), but the perturbing spin is now located in the
centre of a weakly coupled pair, such that a pair
with a distance of 0.312 nm, corresponding to a
dipolar coupling of Dij =2p  0:25 kHz, is strongly
perturbed by two dipolar couplings of Djk =2p 
2:0 kHz to the third spin.
For the isolated pair, the LM decay and the DQ
build-up curves (dotted lines) show the familiar
initial decrease and increase, respectively, which is,
in the case of the strongly coupled pair (Fig. 3a),
followed by oscillations (see Fig. 1c for comparison). In the three-spin case without inversion
(dashed lines), the LM decay is initially dominated
by the strong dipolar couplings, before it enters a
regime of complicated and superimposed oscillations. The corresponding DQ build-up curves
show a very short initial increase, before a well
de®ned oscillation sets in, whose frequency is
higher than expected from Eq. (3a) for the strong
coupling. Thus, these curves cannot be used to
determine the dipolar coupling strengths in the
spin systems due to the perturbations caused by
the additional spin, whose destructive in¯uence is
most drastically observed for the case of a weak
coupling which is subject to a strong perturbation
(Fig. 3b). However, when the perturbing spin is
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Fig. 3. Numerical simulations of LM decay and DQ build-up curves for two-spin and linear three-spin systems. A pair of 13 C spins
with an internuclear distance of: (a) 0.156 nm and (b) 0.312 nm is considered (as indicated by the grey shading of the atoms), and the
eect of the dipolar interactions to a third spin with and without selective inversion is simulated.

selectively inverted, the calculated curves (solid
lines) resemble the initial behaviour of the respective pair up to about texc  0:5 ms and can, in
this limit, be used as a reasonable approximation
for the two-spin case. As has been derived from

Eq. (7), the initial period of the excitation time,
texc < tmax , is limited by the strongest couplings
Dmax present in the system and, considering the
simulations, the limit can be estimated according
to Dmax tmax =2p  1. The initial decoupling eect
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even allows the weakly coupled pair to be investigated selectively under a strong perturbation by a
central spin, while without the inversion the signal
of the weakly coupled pair is completely concealed
by the strong interactions.
After considering a linear three-spin system in
the simulations, we now turn to SIMQEX experiments performed on the 13 C three-spin system in
alanine. Fig. 4 shows the LM decay and the DQ
build-up curves recorded for the `unaltered' spin
system (left) and after inverting the CO (middle)
and the CH3 spin (right). For the `unaltered' spin
system, no clear oscillations are visible in the LM
decay or the DQ build-up. In the LM decay, the
central CH spin can be identi®ed by its faster decay rate, while for the DQ build-up the pronounced relaxation does not allow any speci®c

ILM
[r.u.]

1

ILM
[r.u.]

no inv.

0.75

1

information to be obtained from the curves. Inverting the CO and the CH3 spin signi®cantly reduces the perturbation of the strongly coupled
CH±CH3 and CO±CH pair, respectively, such that
the oscillations clearly appear in the curves, allowing the coupling strengths of the pairs to be
determined individually. The value obtained from
the curves is Dij =2p  2:1  0:1 kHz, corresponding to a distance of (0.153  0.003) nm. As
observed for the two-spin system in glycine
(Fig. 1c), the DQ build-up is far more strongly
aected by relaxation than the LM decay.
Figs. 5a and 5b show the SIMQEX results obtained for the weakly coupled CO    CH3 pair
after inverting the central CH spin. In comparison
to the curves obtained for the `unaltered' threespin system (Fig. 4, left), it is clear that inverting
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Fig. 4. LM decay and DQ build-up curves for 13 C3 -alanine without inversion (left), after inverting the 13 CO spin (middle) and after
inverting the 13 CH3 spin (right). The experimental data points 13 CH3 : squares, 13 CH: triangles, 13 CO: diamonds) are compared to
theoretical spin pair curves (solid lines) for Dij =2p  2:1  0:1 kHz.
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Fig. 5. (a) LM decay and (b) DQ build-up curve recorded for the 13 CO spin in 13 C3 -alanine after inverting the 13 CH spin (identical
curves are obtained for the 13 CH3 -spin). The experimental data are compared to theoretical spin pair curves (dashed lines) and
simulated curves which take into account the entire three-spin geometry in alanine (solid lines). For the LM decay, a slight exponential
decay with a time constant of 16 ms is included in the calculations. The black curves represent the alanine structure with a pair distance
of 0.25 nm, while the grey curves with pair distances of 0.20 and 0.30 nm allow the accuracy of the determination to be estimated to
approx. 0:02 nm. (c) Simulated DQ build-up curves for planar three-spin systems, as depicted in the inset. The perturbing spin (white)
is inverted and the DQ coherence of the other two spins (black) with an internuclear distance of 0.25 nm is considered. The angle h is
varied between 20° and 180°, corresponding to a variation of the `bond length', L, between 0.720 and 0.125 nm.

the CH spin leads the LM to decay much more
slowly (Fig. 5a), and the initial behaviour resembles the decay expected for a pair with an internuclear distance of 0.25 nm (dashed line), in
accordance with the structure of alanine [33]. The
same observations apply accordingly for the DQ
build-up curves (Fig. 5b), where the initial increase
agrees with the respective pair curve (dashed line),
while for longer excitation times an oscillation sets
in, re¯ecting the geometry of the three-spin system
and the presence of perturbing couplings. The
solid curves, which match the experimental data
very accurately for both the LM decay (Fig. 5a)
and the DQ build-up curves (Fig. 5b), result from
exact numerical simulations of the 13 C three-spin
system in alanine with C±C bond lengths of 0.152
nm and a C±C±C angle of 110° (see the calculated
curves in Fig. 3 for comparison). The accuracy of
the long distance determination (0.25 nm) can be
estimated by comparing the experimental data
with the grey curves in the diagrams, which represent spin pairs with distances of 0.20 and
0.30 nm.
The simulated DQ build-up curves in Fig. 5c
demonstrate how the spin-system geometry aects

the long-time behaviour of the curves through
perturbing dipolar interactions. In analogy to
Fig. 5b, the CO    CH3 pair in alanine is considered and its internuclear distance is kept at 0.25
nm, while the CH spin is displaced such that the
C±C±C angle, h, ranges from 20° to 180°, corresponding to varying the C±C `bond lengths', L,
between 0.720 and 0.125 nm (as indicated by the
inset in Fig. 5c). Small C±C±C angles correspond
to long CO±CH and CH±CH3 distances and,
consequently, to weak perturbations of the
CO    CH3 DQ coherence, such that the DQ
build-up curve shows spin pair behaviour. Perturbing eects become clearly visible in the form of
increasing oscillation frequencies for h > 80°,
corresponding to L < 0:20 nm, which means that
each of the two perturbing couplings is more
than twice as strong as the CO±CH3 coupling.
For 80° < h < 180°, the long-time behaviour,
0:5 ms < texc < 3 ms, is very sensitive to the perturbations, allowing the precise determination of
the three-spin geometry, while in the initial regime,
texc < 0:5 ms, the curves still coincide with the 0.25
nm spin pair behaviour, allowing the separate determination of the CO    CH3 distance.
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5. Conclusions
Selective inversion of spins before applying dipolar recoupling pulse-sequences provides a high
degree of mutual homonuclear decoupling between spins of opposite polarisation in the initial
period of DQ excitation. In this way, DQ coherences can be selectively excited for distinct spin
pairs and, moreover, dipolar coupling strengths
can be individually determined in the presence of
perturbing couplings, even for weakly coupled spin
pairs which are subject to other strong couplings.
In this respect, the SIMQEX approach is complementary to RR techniques, because the selectivity achievable by inversion does not rely on a
speci®c choice of the MAS frequency, and can be
readily combined with any of the dipolar recoupling techniques available for MQ excitation. In
addition, selective inversion can be accomplished
by various methods and can be executed on different combinations of spins of the system under
investigation.
As an explanatory example, consider a ®ve 13 Cspin system of the form C1 ±C2 ±C3 ±O±C4 ±C5 with
®ve resolved 13 C resonances. As a starting information, the connectivities of the carbons and the
assignment of the resonance lines are readily
available from two-dimensional 13 C±13 C MAS
spectra by means of through-bond correlation
spectroscopy [34] or dipolar DQ spectroscopy
[10,35]. Using SIMQEX and focusing on the initial
behaviour of the LM decay or DQ build-up
curves, the 13 C±13 C dipolar couplings, Dij , can then
be individually measured for the pairs Ci    Cj by
inverting the spins i and j out of the ®ve resonance
lines. In addition to the bond lengths, the twobond distances C1    C3 and C3    C4 and, hence,
the bond angles C1 ±C2 ±C3 and C3 ±O±C4 are
obtainable in direct analogy to the alanine case.
The three-bond 13 C±13 C distances C2    C4 and
C3    C5 provide access to the respective torsion
angles. Although, depending on the molecular
geometry, the latter dipolar couplings may be relatively weak, the SIMQEX LM decay or DQ
build-up curves still contain pair-speci®c information in the limit of short excitation times, because the limit depends on the strength of the
perturbing couplings rather than on the strength of
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the selected coupling. At this point, the geometry
of the ®ve-spin system is, at a ®rst instance, completely probed, and the data can then serve as a
starting model for numerical simulations of, e.g.,
the long-time behaviour of the LM decay or DQ
build-up curves, allowing a further re®nement of
the geometrical parameters.
In general, SIMQEX opens up a variety of new
possibilities for dipolar MQ MAS experiments
which can be performed on multiple-spin systems,
as they are encountered in samples containing
multiple labels or labelled molecular fragments,
provided that the resonance lines of interest are
suciently resolved. Moreover, the approach can
also be readily implemented in two-dimensional
MQ MAS spectroscopy and in MQ experiments
exploiting MAS sideband patterns for the determination of dipolar couplings.
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